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Protected
Business-Judgment Rule Shields Directors
by	Julie	Schaeffer

The Delaware Court of Chancery has made it clear that decisions by corporate directors 
about how to maximize the value of an insolvent company are protected by the business-
judgment rule – even when those decisions put creditors at risk.

After the financial crisis, Athilon Capital, which sold credit protection to financial 
institutions by writing credit default swaps on collateralized debt obligations, found 
itself in trouble. After paying hundreds of millions of dollars to unwind swaps involving 
mortgage-backed securities, the company was low on capital, and financial institutions 
were no longer willing to work with cash-strapped entities. Moreover, the company 

2014 in Review
A Noteworthy Year Say Restructuring Professionals 
by	Julie	Schaeffer

Looking back at 2014, few restructuring professionals would fail to mention the 
approval of Detroit’s bankruptcy plan as a momentous event.

“Detroit’s bankruptcy case was the largest U.S. municipal bankruptcy filing in history, 
whether measured by debt owed or municipality population,” says Matthew Tashman, 
a partner in the bankruptcy and commercial restructuring practice of Reed Smith LLP. 
“Ultimately, through a hard combination of reductions in retiree benefits and haircuts to 
bondholders, the appointed emergency city manager was able to propose and get approved 
a plan that provides Detroit access to cash to fund near term capital needs and, hopefully, 
gives Detroit time to stabilize and eventually access the capital markets.”

Recovery Act Unconstitutional
District Court Strikes Down Puerto Rico Law
by	Randall	Reese

There was a major development in Puerto Rico’s attempts to restructure its troubled 
financial situation on February 6. Judge Francisco Besosa of the U.S. District Court for 
the District of Puerto Rico entered an opinion and order in two cases declaring that the 
Puerto Rico Public Corporation Debt Enforcement and Recovery Act (the Recovery Act) 
is unconstitutional. Specifically, Judge Besosa held that, “[b]ecause the Recovery Act is 
preempted by the federal Bankruptcy Code, it is void pursuant to the Supremacy Clause 
of the United States Constitution.”

The two cases – Franklin	California	Tax-Free	Trust	 v.	Commonwealth	 of	Puerto	
Rico and Blue	Mountain	Capital	Management	LLC	 v.	Governor	Alejandro	Garcia-
Padilla – were brought by plaintiffs who collectively hold nearly two billion dollars of 
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bonds issued by the Puerto Rico Electric 
Power Authority (PREPA). PREPA was 
created and given the authority to issue 
bond debt pursuant to the Puerto Rico 
Electric Power Authority Act (Authority 
Act), which was enacted in May 1941. 
The bonds held by the plaintiffs in these 
cases were issued pursuant to a January 
1, 1974 trust agreement, as subsequently 
amended and supplemented. 

The Recovery Act was signed into 
law by the governor on June 28, 2014. 
It establishes two procedures for Puerto 
Rico’s major public corporations to 
restructure their debt. The first alternative, 
set forth in Chapter 2, permits an eligible 
public corporation to seek debt relief from 
its creditors with authorization from the 
Government Development Bank for Puerto 
Rico (GDB). If creditors representing 
at least 50% of the debt in a given class 
vote on whether to accept the changes 
proposed by the public corporation to 
its debt instruments, and at least 75% of 
participating voters approve, then a special 
court may issue an order approving the 
transaction and binding the entire class.

The second alternative, set forth 
in Chapter 3 of the Recovery Act and 
modeled after Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy 
Code, provides for an eligible public 
corporation, again with GDB approval, to 
submit a petition that lists the amounts and 
types of claims that will be affected by a 
restructuring plan. The public corporation 
then files a proposed restructuring plan, 
and the special court may confirm the 
plan if it meets certain requirements. The 
special court’s confirmation order binds 
all of the public corporation’s creditors to 
the restructuring plan.

In the present cases, the plaintiffs sought 
declaratory relief on a number of claims. 
First, they asserted that the Recovery Act 
in its entirety is preempted by section 
903 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code and 
violates the Bankruptcy Clause of the 
U.S. Constitution. Second, they claimed 
that certain sections of the Recovery 
Act violate the Contract Clause of the 
U.S. Constitution and the Puerto Rico 
Constitution by impairing the contractual 
obligations imposed by the Authority Act 
and the Trust Agreement. Third, they 
argued that the Recovery Act violates the 
Takings Clause of the U.S. Constitution 
by taking without just compensation their 
contractual right to seek the appointment 

couldn’t evolve by entering new lines of 
business: Its charter had been limited so 
the company could meet requirements of 
credit-rating agencies.

In 2010, EBF & Associates gained 
control of Athilon by acquiring the 
company’s junior subordinated notes and 
the rest of its equity. Quickly thereafter, 
EBF made some changes. First, it 
appointed four of the five directors of 
Athilon’s board, three of whom were 
current of former EBF employees – and 
that board continued to pay EBF interest 
on the junior notes, even though it could 
have deferred the payments and paid 
service and license fees to EBF’s affiliate, 
Athilon Structured Investment Advisors, 
LLC (ASIA). Next, it sought permission 
from credit rating agencies to amend 
Athilon’s charter so it could invest in 
riskier securities. 

Shortly thereafter, in May 2011, 
Quadrant Structured Products Company 
purchased some other subordinated notes 
that Athilon had previously issued – and 
as a creditor, it was then in a position to 
file a complaint. The allegation: Athilon’s 
board had violated its fiduciary duties. 

Essentially, Quadrant argued that 
Athilon was insolvent by the time EBF 
took control of it because the credit-
default industry was in shambles and the 
company was unable to engage in other 
lines of business. As a result, Athilon’s 
board should have sought to maximize 
its value for creditors by liquidating the 
company. Instead, the board used Athilon’s 
assets to engage in a high-risk business 
strategy that benefited EBF and forced 
Athilon’s creditors to bear any downside 
risk. “Essentially, the plaintiff argued that 
the board of an insolvent company had 
breached its fiduciary duties by choosing 
a business strategy that would benefit 
one constituency – shareholders – at the 
expense of another – creditors,” says Chip 
Phinney, a member of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, 
Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.

The complaint shined a light on 
difficult questions directors of an insolvent 
corporation always face, says Kevin Walsh, 
also a member of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, 
Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo. “It’s a question 
of how conservatively or aggressively the 
board wants to pursue options to save the 
company. If you stop the music at that point 
in time and liquidate assets, you would 
only be able to pay creditors, and maybe 

But what else happened in 2014? We 
asked four restructuring professionals for 
their take on events, both the challenges 
and the successes: Tashman; George 
Panagakis, a partner and one of the 
deputy practice leaders in the corporate 
restructuring group at Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meagher & Flom LLP; Durc Savini, head 
of the restructuring and recapitalization 
practice at Peter J. Solomon Company; 
and Damian S. Schaible, a partner in the 
insolvency and restructuring group at 
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP.

For Panagakis, it was the continuing 
trend of using out-of-court and prepackaged 
tools to restructure companies that stood 
out in 2014, as well as the employment of 
Chapter 11, or the threat of it, to restructure 
non-U.S. companies. 

The continuing uncertainty as to the 
constitutional authority of bankruptcy 
courts to decide certain matters, post Stern, 
was another notable event, says Tashman. 
“While the Supreme Court’s 2014 ruling 
in Bellingham addressed a narrow issue, 
bankruptcy practitioners will need to wait 
in the hope that the recently argued Wellness	
International	case is decided favorably,” he 
remarks. “While Wellness	International is 
getting press in the bankruptcy community, 
many still don’t appreciate the potential 
substantial, negative impact an affirmance 
by the Supreme Court could have on the 
current bankruptcy system and the ability 
of bankruptcy courts to finally adjudicate 
issues.”

According to Schaible, much of 2014 
represented a continuation of a trend against 
the rights of secured creditors in bankruptcy 
cases. “There were developments on the 
judicial, academic, and legislative fronts 
that represent headwinds for secured 
creditors,” he says. “This is not to say that 
the trend is monolithic or irreversible, 
it’s really just part of a pendulum that 
swings over time in restructuring moving 
toward the rights of unsecured creditors. 
Momentive and Fisker are two examples 
of court decisions and much of the ABI	
Report is of a similar vein.”

Tashman says two of the sectors seeing 
the most activity were energy (oil and 
gas) and gaming.  Activity in the energy 
sector was driven, of course, by the 
significant drop in oil and related energy 
prices. Meanwhile, gaming companies 
continued to struggle as traditional 
casinos faced further competition. As an 
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Who’s Who in Deb Stores Holding, LLC
by	Francoise	C.	Arsenault

Research Report

Deb	Stores	Holding	LLC	(Deb	Stores)	
was	founded	by	Philip	Rounick	and	Emma	
Weiner,	who	opened	 their	 first	 discount	
hosiery	and	lingerie	shop	in	Philadelphia	
in	1932	under	the	name	JOY	Hosiery.	In	
the	1970s,	the	chained	was	renamed	Deb	
Shops	and	became	a	mall-based	retailer	in	
the	juniors	“fast-fashion”	specialty	sector,	
offering	moderately	priced,	 coordinated	
women’s	 sportswear,	 dresses,	 coats,	
lingerie,	accessories,	and	shoes	for	junior	
and	plus	sizes.	The	company	also	sells	its	
products	 through	 e-commerce	 channels.	
As	of	September	30	2014,	the	privately-
held	company	operated	295	retail	stores	
in	 44	 states,	 primarily	 in	 the	East	 and	
Midwest,	 especially	 Pennsylvania,	
Ohio,	 and	Michigan.	At	 the	 time	 of	 its	
bankruptcy	 filing,	Deb	Stores	 employed	
about	4,000	workers.	The	majority	of	the	
equity	of	the	company	(approximately	70	
percent)	is	held	by	certain	private	equity	
funds	 affiliated	with	Cerberus	Capital	
Management.	 Guggenheim	 Partners	
owns	about	21	percent	and	Credit	Suisse	
Securities	USA	and	Lee	Equity	Partners	
own	the	remaining	equity	in	the	company.	
On	December	 4,	 2014,	 Deb	 Stores	

Holding,	LLC	and	 eight	 of	 its	 affiliated	
companies	 filed	 for	 its	 second	Chapter	
11	 reorganization	 in	 the	United	 States	
Bankruptcy	 Court	 for	 the	 District	 of	
Delaware.	As	of	December	31,	2014,	Deb	
Stores	 consolidated	 financial	 statements	
listed	assets	of	approximately	$90.5	million	
and	liabilities	of	about	$120.1	million.	
In	support	of	its	first	bankruptcy	petition	

in	 June	2011,	 company	officials	 cited	 a	
challenging	 retail	 environment	 brought	
on	 by	 the	 banking	 and	 credit	 crisis,	 a	
high	unemployment	rate,	increased	home	
foreclosures,	 and	 the	 recession	 as	 the	
primary	 reasons	 for	 its	 deteriorating	
financial	 condition.	As	 circumstances	
leading	to	the	current	Chapter	11	filing,	
company	officials	cited	the	historic	lack	of	
capital	investment,	resulting	in	old,	tired	
stores	with	unfavorable	mall	traffic	trends,	
and	general	weakness	in	the	competitive	
juniors	market	space.
On	 January	 7,	 2015,	 the	 bankruptcy	

court	 approved	 the	 company’s	 sale	 of	

all	of	its	stores	and	awarded	liquidators	
Hilco	Merchant	 Resources,	 LLC	 and	
Gordon	Brothers	Retail	 Partners,	 LLC	
the	agreement	to	conduct	the	store	closing	
process.	On	 January	 9,	 the	 liquidators	
began	going-out-of-business	sales	of	the	
company’s	 inventory,	 furniture,	 fixtures,	
and	equipment	at	all	Deb	Shops.	
Delia’s	Inc.,	another	teen	retail	clothing	

chain,	 filed	 for	 Chapter	 11	 in	 early	
December	in	New	York	and	is	in	the	process	
of	liquidating	all	of	its	merchandise	and	
assets	 at	 its	 92	 stores.	Hilco	Merchant	
Resources	and	Gordon	Brothers	also	are	
handling	the	store	closings	for	Delia’s.	

The Debtor
Dawn Robinson is the Chief Executive 

Officer and the President of Deb Stores 
Holding LLC. Keith Sprigel is the Chief 
Financial Officer. Timothy D. Boates 
is the Chief Restructuring Officer. Brad 
Cunningham is a Senior Vice President 
and the Chief Merchandising Officer.

Pachulski Stang Ziehl & Jones LLP 
is serving as the bankruptcy counsel to 
Deb Stores. The team includes Laura 
Davis Jones, David M. Bertenthal, 
Peter J. Keane, and Colin R. Robinson, 
partners in the Wilmington office, and 
Joshua Fried and Maxim B. Litvak, 
partners in the firm’s San Francisco office. 

Cole, Schotz, Meisel, Forman & 
Leonard, P.A. is acting as the corporate 
counsel to the Deb Stores Board of 
Managers. Working on the case are 
Michael D. Sirota, a partner, and Therese 
A. Scheuer, an associate with the firm.

Ras Management Advisors LLC 
is providing Deb Stores with a Chief 
Restructuring Officer and additional 
personnel and financial and restructuring 
related services. Timothy D. Boates, the 
Ras Management President, is serving as 
the Deb Stores CRO. The engagement 
team also includes Timothy Puopolo, 
a partner, and Robert Tetreault and 
Patrick Carew, consultants.

Houlihan Lokey Capital Inc. is 
serving as the financial advisor and 
investment banker to Deb Stores. Derek 
Pitts, a managing director, Surbhi Gupta, 
a senior vice president, Devin Shanahan, 

a vice president, Marcus Bellows, an 
associate, and Ryan Weaver and Olivia 
Guo, financial analysts, are working on 
the engagement.

Hilco Merchant Resources, LLC and 
Gordon Brothers Retail Partners, LLC 
are handling the store closings for Deb 
Stores. The engagement is led by Richard 
P. Edwards, co-president, Retail Division 
of Gordon Brothers Retail Partners, and 
Ian S. Fredericks, vice president and 
assistant general counsel of Hilco Global.

Great American Group, LLC is 
providing Deb Stores with continuing 
consulting services related to its pre-
petition store closings. Mark P. Naughton, 
a senior vice president and general counsel, 
heads up the engagement team.
The Official Committee of Unsecured 

Creditors
The Committee includes Simon 

Property Group, Inc.; GGP Limited 
Partnership; PREIT Services, LLC; 
Finesse Apparel, Inc.; Blue Mountain 
Apparel LA, LLC; Top Fashion of NY; 
and Extra Plastic Ltd.

The law firm of Cooley LLP is serving 
as the lead counsel to the Committee. The 
team includes Jay R. Indyke, Cathy 
Hershcopf, and Richard A. Kanowitz, 
partners, and Michael Klein, Robert 
B. Winning, and Jeremy Rothstein, 
associates with the firm. 

Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP is 
acting as the co-counsel to the Committee. 
Working on the case are Robert K. 
Malone, Frank F. Velocci, and Howard 
A. Cohen, partners with the firm, and 
Marita S. Erbeck, Brian P. Morgan, and 
Jennifer M. Roussil, associates. 

Zolfo Cooper, LLC is serving as 
the financial advisor and bankruptcy 
consultant to the Committee. The 
engagement team is being led by David 
MacGreevey, a managing director and 
head of Creditor Services.

The Trustee
The U.S. Trustee is Roberta A. 

DeAngelis.
The Judge

The judge is the Honorable Kevin 
Gross.  ¤
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example, Tashman notes that many Atlantic 
City casinos have run into trouble as casinos 
in Pennsylvania and other nearby states have 
taken a bigger share of the relatively static 
overall number of customers and online 
gaming sites have started to make inroads 
in the gaming market.

 Panagakis seconds energy as a sector 
that saw significant activity, but adds that 
shipping (as part of a trend to use U.S. law 
to restructure foreign companies) and health 
care (with general industry issues) also saw 
activity.

For Schaible, 2014 was in some respects 
the year of municipal governments, 
with Detroit, Stockton, and Puerto Rico 
dominating the news, and big, sponsor-
related mega cases, such as Energy Future 
Holdings, which filed in April, and Caesars 
Entertainment, which announced plans to file 
in November (and did so in January of 2015).

In terms of least activity, Tashman says 
almost every other sector could qualify. “Debt 
remains cheap and readily available to most 
companies,” he says, adding, “for those 
unable to find low-cost debt, non-traditional 
lenders remain active in the market, as well 
as private equity investors.”

In that environment, restructuring 
professionals faced many challenges, 
some broad, as described by Durc Savini. 
“Certain segments of the retail sector have 
been undergoing an aggressive shakeout 
for some time now, in particular electronics 
and teen apparel retailers,” he says. “The 
challenge in covering these segments from 
an advisory perspective is knowing which 
companies are susceptible to an out-of-court 
solution or a going concern reorganization 
and which are not. Many of the teen retailers 
that liquidated this past year, for instance, 
started out as going concern restructuring 

Recovery Act, from page 2

of a receiver and their lien on PREPA 
revenues. Fourth, they claimed that the 
Recovery Act unconstitutionally authorizes 
a stay of federal court proceedings when a 
public corporation files for debt relief.

Judge Besosa began his analysis by 
considering whether the plaintiffs’ claims 
were ripe. He determined that the preemption 
and contract clauses claims were ripe because 
they were fit for review and withholding 
judgment on them would impose hardship. 
However, the plaintiffs’ claims regarding 
a stay of federal court proceedings were 
determined not to be ripe because the claims 
failed the fitness prong and the plaintiffs had 
made only a weak showing on the hardship 
prong of the ripeness test. The court also 
briefly addressed the issue of standing and 
dismissed PREPA from the case because the 
plaintiffs had not sufficiently alleged any 
injury traceable to an action by PREPA.

Judge Besosa then turned to the issues 
of preemption. He found that Congress 
expressly preempted state laws that prescribe 
a method of composition of municipal 
indebtedness that binds nonconsenting 
creditors by enacting section 903(1) of the 
Bankruptcy Code. That finding did not, 
however, end his inquiry. After evaluating 
the clause’s text, as well as its history, 
purpose, and context, he determined that 
“this is not a close case” despite the high 
bar to finding a state law preempted. 
Therefore, he held that the Recovery 
Act was unconstitutional pursuant to the 

Supremacy Clause of the United States 
Constitution and granted the plaintiffs’ 
cross-motion for summary judgment.

Judge Besosa then looked at the Contract 
Clause arguments. Applying a two-pronged 
test, he first considered whether the Recovery 
Act “operate[s] as a substantial impairment of 
a contractual relationship.” Finding that “the 
Recovery Act totally extinguishes significant 
and numerous obligations, rights, and 
remedies,” Judge Besosa “easily” concluded 
that the Act caused a substantial impairment. 
He thus turned to the second prong – whether 
the impairment is “reasonable and necessary 
to serve an important public purpose.”  
He gave only “limited deference” to the 
Commonwealth’s own determinations of 
reasonableness and necessity because it was 
alleged to have impaired a public contract 
where the impairment operates for the 
Commonwealth’s benefit. 

In contesting the Commonwealth’s 
positions, the plaintiffs asserted that there 
were other cost-cutting and revenue-
increasing measures that would offer 
“reasonable alternatives to the Recovery 
Act’s drastic impairment of contract 
rights.” Those included PREPA raising 
its rates, which had not been done since 
1989, and collecting over $640 million 
owed to it by the Commonwealth. Judge 
Besosa found that the plaintiffs stated “a 
plausible claim pursuant to the contract 
clauses of the United States and Puerto 
Rico constitutions” and therefore denied 
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 Special Report
Nation’s Largest Industrial Auctioneers

 
Representative Clients/Industries

Jenkins Mechanical, Levinoff-Colbex, S.E.C., Fulton Industries, Finishline Industries, Ball’s 
Machine & Mfg. Co., Perkasie Industries, York Seaway, J&H Machine, Maxcess International, 
Haas Machining Center, Baycar Steel Fabricating, Met-Tech Steel Fabrication, MIMC Industries, 
Knape & Vogt Waterloo, Terex OKC Plant, Leinbach Machinery, Elkhart Metal Products.

Automodular Corporation, HemCon Medical Technologies, Soboco, Barnard Manufacturing, 
Brooks Automation, Chromcraft, GSP Precision, Dynamic Industries, Texas Instruments, 
MNP Corporation, Arc Technologies, McDermott International, Aerojet Rocketdyne, Wilshire 
International, General Dynamics, Phycal, Closure Systems International, Amada America.

Commscope, Vermont Circuits, East Tech Company, Defense Venture Group, Nutrilo USA, 
American Bridge Manufacturing, Celestica, Frye International Corp, Foxconn, Closure Systems 
International, Jabil, LE Light Engineering, Tarheel Plastics, Knape & Vogt Waterloo, Patch 
Products, Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Meadville China, i3 electronics, World Equipment Source.

USEC, Precision Formulations, Coats Aloe, Heinz GmbH, Campbell Soup Company, Allen 
Canning Inc., Utz/Bachman, Hostess, Westinghouse Restaurant Supply, R&S Restaurant 
Equipment Manufacturing, LMI Milton Roy, CM Goodrich, Ormet Aluminum, Trueline 
Corporation, W. T. Bolduc & Son Co., Texon, Medicia Holdings, Avery Products, Hostess Fleet.

Pfizer, First Solar, Avantair, PolyVulc, Gaspari Nutrition, Robinson Pharma, Coriant, PVCH, 
Lonza Biologic, Nokia, Duke Energy, ThermoFisher Scientific, YMCA, Martifer Solar USA, 
Tellabs, PrimeChoice Foods, GT Advanced Technologies, Codexis, Olympus, SunEdison, 
Radiology Corporation of America, Keystone Biofuels, General Electric, Ingersoll Rand.

Performance Marine, Hoku Materials, Tenza Technologies, Seagate, Bellcomb, Nokia, Western 
Digital USA, City of Detroit, RG Steel, Kaiser Aircraft Industries, Rome Die Cast, G3K 
Displays, MGL Distribution, Premier Tool & Die Cast, Spara Tactical Mobility, GE Power and 
Water, Kee Action Sports, GE Solar, Exxon Mobil, PixelOptics Inc., Harvey Industries, DuPont.

Hertz Equipment Rental, McCann Industries, Heritage Northwest Machine, D.L. Clark 
Corporation, Hawaii Construction Equipment, Powers Equipment Company, Rocky Mountain 
Products, Williams Machine & Fabrication, Port of Everett, Delta Timber, Crater Iron, North Star 
Fabricators, Kroger Grocery, The Lean Companies, Port of Seattle, Pacific Marine Exchange.

Mondelez, Molex, DuPont, United Rentals, Roche, Reckitt Benckiser, Dow Chemical, Renault, 
Intel, Bristol-Myers Squibb, AstraZeneca, LaFarge, GlaxoSmithKline, Honeywell, Eaton, 
Alcoa, Procter & Gamble, Pepsi, Parker Hannifin, Hewlett-Packard, Blackberry, Georgia-
Pacific, NSG Group, Merck, Bechtel, Danone, Motorola, Hallmark.

Automodular Corporation, Limestone Redbay Aggregates, General Motors, Hemcon Medical 
Technologies, D&S Railway Construction, Soboco, Chromcraft, Barnard Manufacturing, 
Brooks Automation, GSP Precision, Dynamic Industries, Texas Instruments, Whirlpool, Aerojet 
Rocketdyne, Amada America, Wilshire International, General Dynamics Land Systems.

McDermott, Inc., Cameron Compression Systems, CBI, Trinity Ind., Caterpillar, G.E Aviation, 
G.E. Aircraft, G.E. Water and Power, SeaArk Marine, Curtiss-Wright Corp , TECT, U.S.N.R., 
Chart Industries, Fadal, Flextronics, Exxon, Shell, Texaco, Electro-Motive Div. of GM, Bethlehem 
Steel, USX Corp., chemical and food processing firms, many financial institutions and trustees. 

Crane Carrier Company, Hypex, Inc., Precision Formulations, Coats International Holdings, Roth 
Steel, Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, Dynamic Industries, Ormet, Roth Steel, McDermott, Inc., 
USEC, Midwest Tool & Die, Sandia Drilling Company, General Electric, Premier Tool & Die 
Cast, Maine Plastics, Seaway Marine & Industrial, Powell Steel, Sifco Industries.

Specializing in aviation and aviation-related material. Recent clients include Timberline Air 
Service, Aero-Engines, Higher Source Aviation, Metal Air Service, Gecas Asset Management, 
Global Aircraft Industries, World Airways & Global Aviation Holdings, Cumberland Aero 
Service, Hatfield Aviation, Avantair.

Firm

Asset Sales Auctioneers
Indian Trail, NC
Tel. (888) 800-4442
www.asset-sales.com

Biditup Auctions and Appraisals
Studio City, CA
Tel. (818) 508-7034
www.biditup.com

Branford Group
Branford, CT
Tel. (203) 488-7020
www.TheBranfordGroup.com

Capital Recovery Group
Enfield, CT
Tel. (860) 623-9060
www.crgauction.com

Heritage Global Partners
San Diego, CA
Tel. (877) 303-8040
www.hgpauction.com

Hilco Industrial
Farmington Hills, MI
Tel. (248) 254-9999
www.hilcoind.com

James G. Murphy Co.
Kenmore (Seattle), WA
Tel. (425) 486-1246
www.murphyauction.com

Liquidity Services, Inc.
Scottsdale, AZ
Tel. (888) 832-7384
www.liquidityservicesinc.com
www.go-dove.com

Maynards Industrial
Southfield, MI
Tel. (248) 569-9781
www.maynards.com

Plant & Machinery, Inc.
Houston, TX
Tel. (713) 691-4401
www.pmi-auction.com

PPL Group
Northbrook, IL
Tel. (224) 927-5300
www.pplgroupllc.com

Starman Brothers Auctions
Papillion, NE
Tel. (402) 592-1933
www.starmanauctions.com
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Steven Mattes

William Gardner
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Gary Katz

Kirk Dove

Robert Levy
Stephan Wolf

Tim Murphy
Andy Taylor
Todd Meyers
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Taso Sofikitis

Jack Introligator
Ron Moore

David Muslin
Joel Bersh

Steve Starman
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efforts. For many participants in these 
segments, the key issue is not an easily 
addressable question regarding a 
change in capital structure, but a more 
fundamental existential question of 
consumer relevance.”

Tashman, Panagakis, and Schaible 
all said 2014 was a year of challenging 
cases. For Panagakis, it was an out-of-
court restructuring of an infrastructure 
company with substantial liquidity issues 
caused by large construction setbacks. 
“An inability to immediately resolve the 
liquidity issues would have resulted in a 
liquidation, with even secured creditors 
only receiving a fractional recovery,” 
he says. “Instead, various parties within 
the capital structure worked together to 
fund the shortfall and keep construction 
on track – with the hope of eventual 
equity value.”

For Schaible, it was representing the 
senior loan agent for the bank group in 
Cengage where there were significant 
challenges to the bank group’s collateral 
in the very arcane and complicated 
world of textbook copyrights and a 
large number of parties was needed to 
reach consensual resolution. “But we 
were able to successfully mediate the 
disputes with the able hand of Judge 
Drain, and come to a fully consensual 
resolution of that case that left the equity 
of the reorganized company largely in 
the hands of the bank group,” he notes.

For Tashman, it was representing 
a large regional bank in its efforts 
to acquire the holding company that 
owned another bank. “After my client 
was declared the winning bidder at the 
363 auction, it was ultimately outbid 
when bidding was reopened days after 
conclusion of the auction,” he says, 
“Having to explain to a client that it 
could be outbid after the conclusion of 
the auction was a challenge.”

There were successes, though, in 
addition to those discussed above. 
Schaible, for example, was part of 
the team that settled and successfully 
defended the settlement of the significant 
and complicated swap claims of Bank 
of America in the Detroit Chapter 9 
case. “It was a very complex set of 
issues and a tough environment to first 
reach resolution with the city and then 
successfully defend that resolution 
against a number of well-financed and 
sophisticated opponents.”   ¤

The First Junk Bond: A Story of Corporate Boom and Bust
Author: Harlan D. Platt
Publisher: Beard Books
Softcover: 252 pages
List Price: $34.95

Only one in ten failed businesses is equal to the task of reorganizing itself and 
satisfying its prior debts in some fashion. The	First	Junk	Bond:	A	Story	of	Corporate	
Boom	and	Bust  follows the extraordinary journey of Texas International, Inc. through 
its corporate growth and decline, debt exchange offers, and corporate renaissance as 
Phoenix Resource Companies, Inc. As the author puts it, Texas International “flourished 
for a brief luminous moment but then crashed to earth and was consumed.” Texas 
International’s story features attention-grabbing characters, petroleum exploration 
innovations, financial innovations, and lots of risk taking.
The	First	Junk	Bond was originally published in 1994 and received highly favorable 

reviews. Texas International’s story is compelling because of the company’s resilience 
and ingenuity in coping with the changing environment of the 1980s, its execution of 
innovative corporate strategies that were widely imitated, and its extraordinary trading 
history, claims the author. This book makes that case.

In 1977, Texas International, primarily an oil production outfit, had a reprieve from 
bankruptcy through Michael Milken’s first ever junk bond. The fresh capital had allowed 
the company to acquire a controlling interest of Phoenix Resources Company, a part of 
King Resources Company. Texas International purchased creditors’ claims against King 
that were subsequently converted into stock under the terms of King’s reorganization 
plan. Two years later, however, cash deficiencies forced Phoenix to sell off its nonenergy 
businesses. Vulture investors tried to buy up outstanding Texas International stock. 
Texas International sold off its own nonenergy businesses, and focused on oil and gas 
exploration. An enormous oil discovery in Egypt made the company’s future look grand. 
The value of Texas International stock soared, yet somehow, less than two years later, 
the company was in bankruptcy. What a ride!

For better or for worse, Texas International has carved out its place in business 
history.  The company issued the first junk bond. In 1986, it achieved the largest 
percentage gain on the New York Stock Exchange, and in 1987 it suffered the largest 
percentage loss. It issued one of the first bonds secured by a physical commodity and 
then later issued one of the first payment in kind bonds. It was one of the first vulture 
investors, only to be targeted by vulture investors later on. Its president was involved in 
an insider trading scandal. It innovated strip financing. It engaged in several workouts 
to sell off operations and raise cash to reduce debt. It completed three exchange offers 
that converted debt into equity.

All told, the book has 63 tables and 32 figures on all aspects of Texas International’s 
rise, fall, and renaissance. Businesspeople will find especially absorbing the details 
of how the company’s bankruptcy filing affected various stakeholders, the bankruptcy 
negotiation process, and the alternative post-bankruptcy financial structures that were 
considered. Those interested in the oil and gas industry will find the book a primer on 
the subject, with an appendix devoted to exploration and drilling, and another on oil 
and gas accounting.   ¤

Harlan	D.	Platt	is	Professor	of	Finance	and	Insurance	at	Northeastern	University’s	
College	of	Business	Administration.	He	is	the	author	of	numerous	academic	articles	
and	 several	other	books,	 including	Why Companies Fail: Strategies for Detecting, 
Avoiding, and Profiting from Bankruptcy,	also	published	by	Beard	Group.	
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Special Report
Major Financial Advisors – 2015

 
Notable Engagements

Debtor: Coldwater Creek, KiOR, Sears Methodist Retirement System, Sound Shore Medical Center of 
Westchester, Specialty Hospital of America, Old FENM, f/k/a Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Market, 710 
Long Ridge Road Operating Company II, M*Modal, Cengage Learning
Creditors’	Committee: Constar  International Holdings, Crumbs Bake Shop, Endeavour  International 
Corporation, Buccaneer  Resources
Senior	Secured	Lenders: IAP Worldwide Services, Global Aviation  Holdings, Keywell

Creditors’	Committee: OCZ Technology  Group, QCE Finance (Quiznos), Furniture Brands  International

Debtor: Endeavour Operating Corporation, Genco Shipping & Trading Limited, Republic Powdered 
Metals and NMBFiL, W.R. Grace & Co.

Debtor: Overseas Shipholding Group

Debtor: Soundview Elite, Specialty Hospital of America, St. Francis’ Hospital, Interfaith Medical Center, 
Anchor BanCorp Wisconsin
Creditors’	Committee: Restora  Healthcare Holdings, Allied Industries, Fairmont General Hospital and 
Fairmont Physicians

Debtor: St. Francis  Hospital, Velti, Hamilton Metals, Brookstone Holdings
Creditors’	Committee: Falcon Steel Company, LMI Legacy Holdings, et al., fka  Landauer Healthcare 
Holdings, Long Beach  Medical Center, Dendreon Corp., Sound  Shore Medical Center of Westchester

Debtor: ATLS Acquisition, (Liberty Medical), City of Detroit, YMCA of Metropolitan Milwaukee

Debtor: EWGS Intermediary and Edwin Watts Golf Shops, Quantum Foods, Tactical Intermediate 
Holdings, Martifer Solar USA, Fibertower Corp., Classic Party Rental
Creditors’	Committee: Overseas Shipholding Group, Dots; Fired Up, HDOS Enterprises, Love Culture 
Inc., M*Modal, Momentive Performance Materials, NII Holdings, Overseas Shipholding Group, Naartjie 
Custom  Kids, Energy Future  Holdings Corp., Fired Up Inc., HDOS Enterprises, Loehmann’s Holdings, 
KidsPeace Corp, Old FENM Inc., f/k/a Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Market, Cengage Learning, Electric 
Transport Engineering Corporation, d/b/a ECOtality, Edison Mission Energy

Debtor: Crumbs Bake Shop, Inc., Green  Mountain Management, Mackeyser Holdings, Mega RV Corp., 
Sarkis Investments Company, U.S. Coal Corp. affiliates, Banah International Company
Creditors’	Committee: Alco Stores, Alsip Acquisition, Ashley Stewart  Holdings, Coldwater Creek, 
Edgenet, Ashley Stewart  Holdings, Groeb Farms
Liquidating	Trustee: Coldwater Creek
Post-Confirmation	Oversight	Committee: TLFO

Debtor: Alco Stores, Entegra Power Group, Trump Entertainment Resorts, iBAHN Corporation, Groeb 
Farms, Gatehouse Media, Entegra Power Group

Company: IAP Worldwide Services
Debtor: QCE Finance (Quiznos)
Creditors’	Committee: Global  Geophysical Services
Official	Committee	of	Retirees: City of Detroit

Debtor: Hedwin Corporation
Creditors’	Committee: Buffet  Partners, Sbarro, Savient Pharmaceuticals 

Debtor: Ashley Stewart Holdings, Dots, Kid Brands, Love Culture Inc.
Creditors’	Committee: EWGS Intermediary, Metro Affiliates, RIH Acquisitions NJ, d/b/a The Atlantic 
Club Casino Hotel and RIH Propco NJ, Source Home Entertainment, Trump Entertainment Resorts

Debtor: Global Geophysical Services, GT Advanced  Technologies, NII Holdings, MIG and affiliate 
ITC Cellular, Metro Affiliates
Special	Committee	of	Board	of	Directors: The Cash Store Financial Services
Equity	Security	Holders	Committee: Genco Shipping & Trading Limited
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not even in full. So the question is, what 
kind of risk are you going to put those 
creditors in? Do you go for a long shot that 
has a 10 percent chance of success but, if 
it does succeed, not only will creditors get 
100 cents on the dollar there will also be 
value for shareholders? Or do you take 
a more conservative approach and shut 
down operations so even though your 
shareholders get nothing, at least your 
creditors get some recovery?

In its October 14 decision, the Delaware 
Court of Chancery rendered a decision 
that is consistent with and clarifies what 
most practitioners would say is the law 
in Delaware, says Herbert F. Kozlov, a 
partner at Reed Smith LLP.

First, the court held that the board’s 
decision to follow a high-risk strategy 
to improve the corporation’s financial 
performance was protected under 
Delaware’s business-judgment rule. 
Essentially, it said, Athilon’s high-risk 
business strategy was designed to increase 
the value of the firm as a whole. Certainly, 
EBF would have enjoyed most of the 
upside of the strategy’s success, while 
senior creditors (including Quadrant) 
would have borne the downside risk. But 

that was neither here nor there, the court 
said. “Delaware courts do not speculate 
about whether those decisions might 
benefit some residual claimants more 
than others,” it noted, so long as those 
decisions “appear rationally designed to 
increase the value of the firm as a whole.” 

Second, the court opined as to the 
propriety of the board continuing to 
pay EBF interest on the junior notes, 
even though it could have deferred the 
payments and paid service and license 
fees to EBF’s affiliate, ASIA. “The 
business judgment rule was not available 
to shield the decisions to transfer value 
to EBF, because those decisions did 
not necessarily maximize the enterprise 
value of the corporation and benefit all 
constituencies,” says Kozlov. “Those 
decisions were to be evaluated under entire 
fairness standard, which is more rigorous.” 
Thus, the court refused to dismiss those 
claims, permitting Quadrant to proceed 
with claims challenging those transactions.

 The Quadrant decision confirms that 
directors of a Delaware corporation, when 
they make decisions about maximizing 
the company’s value, are protected by the 
business judgment rule, which “generally 
protects directors’ decisions, whether 
made on behalf of a solvent or insolvent 

Protected, from page 2 corporation, as long as they’re acting in 
good faith and doing what they think is 
best for the company,” says Walsh.

“Vice Chancellor Travis Laster was 
clear that as long as the board makes a 
reasoned decision that will potentially 
maximize benefit for the corporation as a 
whole, the fact that it may potentially put 
creditors at greater risk than shareholders 
doesn’t mean it doesn’t get the benefit 
of the business judgment rule,” says 
Phinney, who notes that this rule applies 
even if the board is controlled by the 
benefiting shareholder, as in Quadrant.

A c c o r d i n g  t o  K o z l o v,  t h e 
Quadrant decision should inform lawyers 
and turnaround consultants giving advice 
to officers and directors of distressed 
companies. “The Quadrant case confirms 
that  if a company is on rocky grounds, and 
a board decides to pursue a reasonable but 
risky path of trying to increase the value of 
the company in order to deliver more value 
to debt and equity holders, that is OK, 
even if that decision puts some creditors at 
greater risk.  Kozlov notes, however, that 
because Athilon was a controlled company 
and there were alleged conflicts of interest 
relating to the decisions to make payments 

Recovery Act, from page 4

the Commonwealth’s motion to dismiss 
the Contract Clause claims.

The court  next considered the 
plaintiffs’ claims that the Recovery Act 
violates the Takings Clause of the U.S. 
Constitution by taking without just 
compensation both their contractual right 
to seek the appointment of a receiver and 
their liens on PREPA revenues. Judge 
Besosa held that the Commonwealth had 
appropriated the plaintiffs’ contractual 
right to seek the appointment of a 
receiver, which constituted a direct 
taking. He therefore determined that the 
plaintiffs had plausibly stated a claim for 
declaratory relief on that issue and denied 
the Commonwealth’s motion to dismiss 
that element of the claim. However, he 
did grant the Commonwealth’s motion 
to dismiss the claims relating to the 
PREPA revenue liens, holding that the 
plaintiffs had failed to state a claim as a 
facial challenge and that their claims were 
unripe as an as-applied challenge.

The Commonwealth has already 
appealed Judge Besosa’s decision, so the 
long-term impact of the ruling remains 

unclear. In a statement, Puerto Rico 
Justice Secretary Cesar Miranda said 
“[w]e believe that it is incorrect in law 
and has the effect of leaving Puerto Rico 
without a legal framework to allow our 
public corporations to comply with their 
obligations in an orderly manner without 
affecting the continuity of essential 
services that the citizenry receive.”  
Speaking at a conference on February 12, 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Steven  Rhodes, 
who oversaw the City of Detroit’s Chapter 
9 bankruptcy, reportedly expressed the 
view that Judge Besosa’s decision is 
“weak and vulnerable” on appeal.

In the immediate wake of the decision, 
there were meaningful market reactions. 
According to Bloomberg data, PREPA 
securities maturing in 2040 traded at an 
average of about 58 cents on the dollar on 
the Monday following the ruling being 
issued, which was the highest price since 
May 28, 2014, and up about ten cents on 
the dollar from trading levels on Friday 
before the ruling was released. Standard 
& Poor’s did not change PREPA’s ratings 
– currently CCC with a negative outlook. 
“With or without the [Recovery] Act, we 
believe that the absence of an overarching 

solution to liquidity issues and the 
structural imbalance among its revenues, 
operating expenses, and debt service 
commitments remain,” S&P said in 
a report released on February 10. On 
Thursday, February 12, however, S&P 
did downgrade Puerto Rico’s general 
obligation debt by three levels.

Many believe that the ruling presents 
at least as many questions as it does 
answers. “To the extent that the Recovery 
Act was meant only as a stick to bring 
all the parties to the table, it largely 
accomplished that goal,” says Triet 
Nguyen, a managing director at NewOak 
Capital. “Now the utility may have lost 
much of its leverage with bondholders 
and the latest ruling certainly leaves 
a huge legal void. The path toward an 
orderly restructuring of the island’s debt 
has become much more uncertain.”  Tom 
Metzold, a senior portfolio advisor at 
Eaton Vance, believes that the ruling 
may be to the detriment of debtholders. 
“This decision will ultimately result in a 
resolution being dragged out over a longer 
period of time, having the administrative 
costs incurred eat into the ultimate 
recovery for the bondholders,” he said.   ¤

continued on page 9
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force Greece out of the Euro (Feb 19) and flatly predicts there 
will be catastrophic consequences for all if that happens.  

So now we have another chance to watch and see how a 
Krugman forecast will turn out. My own take on the Greek 
crisis is one that may be outside of his experience.  To me, it is 
just a high stakes version of the ritual game of chicken between 
a debtor and its creditors.  Talk tough to scare everyone; create 
false deadlines to get the other side to make concessions, etc.  
But of course miscalculations can be fatal in that game of chicken 
and the people playing it with Greece now are not exactly top 
restructuring professionals – most of Europe still doesn’t believe 
in bankruptcy.  So, I’m very much looking forward to seeing 
whether Mr. Krugman will be right about Greece.  ¤
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Gnome de Plume

That Guy with a Liberal 
Conscience 
by	Andy	Rahl

I must admit that I make a point of following Nobel Prize 
winning economist and New	York	Times op-ed columnist Paul 
Krugman, even though he is so liberal he can take my breath 
away. Among other things, Krugman is a true believer in QE, 
Obamacare, and top-down income redistribution, and a steadfast 
opponent of austerity, tax cuts, and most of the rest of the 
conservative agenda. A few examples: “Selective Voodoo – Yay 
tax cuts, never mind the positive effects of spending”  (Jan 13).  
“Reaganomics Undefended”  (Jan 12).   “[National] Debt is 
Money We Owe to Ourselves”  (Feb 6).  

So why do I pay attention?  The main reason is that he is 
undeniably strong on monetary policy where he consistently has 
been correct for the last six years.  I was one of many who was very 
much of the view that ‘helicopter money’ Ben Bernanke’s easy 
money policies were bound to trigger serious, perhaps ruinous, 
inflation and debase the dollar.  That obviously has not happened, 
albeit those policies did help put the restructuring business into a 
deep freeze that continues to this day.   We can argue about what the 
future will bring, and there are many who still assert that our doom 
has only been delayed.  But I have to give Krugman credit for being 
right for six years running.  Forecasting macroeconomic trends 
is a high-risk business, and his is a track record that commands 
respect and, I suggest, would be unwise to ignore. 

Another reason is that I appreciate his articulate and sarcastic 
writing style even when I may disagree. He is unrelenting in 
skewering conservative economists and politicians. Stephen 
Moore, Chief Economist at the Heritage Foundation is one of 
his frequent targets.  He recently wrote an entire column blasting 
Moore:  “Not one alleged fact cited in [Moore’s] piece is right 
…. this is a guy who has a troubled relationship with facts”  (Feb 
18).  And:  “[Moore and Thomas Laffer] are guys who can’t even 
cook numbers without screwing up” (Jan 10).

I also believe Krugman is right in his criticism of the way the 
EU economy has been managed since the financial crisis:  “Why 
is the United States experiencing a solid recovery while Europe 
is sinking ever deeper into deflationary quicksand?” (Jan 23).  
“Euroblunder:  On Doing Everything Wrong” (Jan 21).   “Europe 
marched into this disaster with eyes wide shut”  (Jan 13).  

Krugman’s current principal theme is that, in taking a hard 
line with Greece, the EU, and Germany in particular, is making 
the same mistake Britain and  France made when they crushed 
the German economy with reparations, etc., after World War 
I.  Thus, “Weimar on the Aegean” (Feb 16) and “The Greek 
Standby Arrangement; Annals of Foolish Complacency” (Jan 
25).  He recently asserted that the EU is deliberately trying to 

to EBF, practitioners should not take the Quadrant decision as a 
green light to ignore actual conflicts of interest. “You  take it too far 
if you conclude that actual conflicts of interest will be disregarded 
by the courts,” he advised.

The key remaining issue seems to be whether there is any point 
at which a court might find that a plan to maximize value of an 
insolvent corporation has crossed the line from being a value-
maximization plan to being a transfer of value to a controlling 
shareholder. According to Phinney, directly transferring value 
from the corporation to a particular shareholder in a self-interested 
transaction raises the question of whether it should be evaluated 
under a higher standard – namely, the entire fairness standards. 
“To get the benefit of the business-judgment rule, directors have 
to ensure that they’re making an overall business strategy decision 
rather than transferring value to a particular shareholder.”

That’s particularly relevant, says Walsh, when the shareholder 
receiving the benefit is a controlling shareholder. “It creates a 
potential conflict of interest, because by definition, a controlling 
shareholder has the ability to influence the composition of the 
board, so the board may feel beholden to the shareholder who 
has the ability to get rid of its members.”  ¤

Protected, from page 8
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